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Student Chapter of EERI at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC-EERI) 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION:  

Address: 
 205 North Matthews Avenue 

Urbana, IL 61801 
 
Executive Officers 2013-2014: 

President: Kevin Kho 

Vice President: Timothy P. Tan 

Secretary: Ryan Chan 

Treasurer: Ploychompu Pattana-Anek 

SDC Captains: Hong Kim & Brian Li 

Graduate Advisor: Anahid Behrouzi & Andrew Mock 

Website: 

 https://sites.google.com/a/illinois.edu/eeri/ 

E-mail Address: 

 EERI-SDC@listserv.illinois.edu 

Faculty Advisor: 

 Professor Youssef Hashash 

Student Chapter Members: 

  
Prin Phanich Min Yin 

Tim Van Der Aa Anna Kong 
Burimnart Kanjanapaiharn Carlos Martinez 

Carol Kexin Chen Claire McConnell 
Cynthia Suminto Eva Zhao 

Fangyu Wu Lichao Liu 
Lucas Capoia Mario Hernandez 
Mitch Knapp Ryan Molley 

Tucker Schwab Wanzhou Ma 
William Cheng Ye Liu 

Zhengboyang Gao  
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Student Chapter Activities Calendar: 
(1) Seminars and Guest Lectures 
• September 23, 2013 – Seminar by Evgueni Filipov 
• October 10, 2013 – Seminar by Professor Ahmed Elbanna 
• October 12, 2013 – SAP2000 Tutorials by Jessica Revell, PE 
• November 15, 2013 – Screening of Seminar by Professor Mary Comerio* 
• April 11, 2014 – Seminar by David Friedman, SE 
(2) SDC Team Meetings  
• September 12, 2013 – First General Meeting 
• October 24, 2013 – Design Meeting 
• January 28, 2014 – Design Proposal Meeting 
(3) Social Activities 
• August 28, 2013 – Engineer’s Night 2013 
• September 11, 2013 – CEE Freshman Kick Off 2013 
• October 29, 2013 – RC Shear Wall Design 
• November 2, 2013 – RC Shear Wall Testing 
• November 15, 2013 – Potluck* 
• April 4, 2014 – Cookout 
• April 8, 2014 – Elections 
(4) Outreach 
• March 14-15, 2014 – Engineering Open House 

 
* Indicates joint events. 

 
2013-2014 UIUC-EERI Activities: 
 
August 28, 2013 
The UIUC EERI chapter participated in Engineer’s Night on Bardeen Engineering Quad where over 50 engineering 
organizations shared about their projects, events, and resources with the general engineering student body. This 
event, hosted by Engineering Council, is intended to help students learn about various clubs and get engaged with 
the College of Engineering. The UIUC EERI both featured the previous year’s SDC model balsa wood structure, 
poster, and film of the team’s shake table performance. This recruitment activity led to an additional 70 students on 
the listserv who have received updates on events throughout the academic year 
 
September 11, 2013 
UIUC EERI was represented at the Civil & Environmental Engineering Freshman Kick Off held in the Newmark 
Civil Engineering Laboratory. The booth again exhibited the previous year’s SDC competition model, poster, and 
film as a method to attract and recruit freshman civil engineering students to join the organization. At this event the 
officer’s promoted the various activities planned for the coming year. 
 
September 12, 2013 
UIUC EERI and Seismic Design Competition Team hosted the first general meeting. The officer team discussed 
plans for the chapter and specifically related to the SDC balsa wood structure design, construction, and testing. 
 
September 23, 2013 
Evgueni Filipov, PhD Candidate in Civil Engineering at the University of Illinois, lectured on the fundamentals of 
seismic engineering design specifically as it applies to the Seismic Design Competition. As a 2012 judge for SDC 
and instructor of the undergraduate Structural Engineering (CEE 360) course this event was relevant to all EERI 
members, but particularly those interested in taking part in the seismic design competition. The talk provided 
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attendees with a greater understanding of the SDC competition.  
Below are photos of the Seismic Design Lecture by Evgueni Filipov 
 

      
 

October 10, 2013 
Professor Ahmed Elbanna, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of 
Illinois, is engaged in developing computational and analytical models to describe fracture 
in multi-scale systems such as crustal faults to human bone. In this lecture, Professor 
Elbanna lectured about seismic design and its relation to seismology. The lecture 
discussed previous earthquakes and provided various real-life situations in which residents 
were alerted and mobilized before, during, and after the earthquakes. The lecture was of 
particular interest to upperclassmen and graduate students; undergraduates were still 
encouraged to attend.  

 
October 12, 2013 
UIUC EERI hosted two SAP2000 tutorial sessions in the Engineering Hall computer lab led by Jessica Revell, PE, a 
Bridge Engineer from the Parsons Chicago office. The morning tutorial targeted graduate students and focusing on 
more detailed seismic analysis methods possible with this tool. The afternoon session for undergraduates helped new 
users develop a structural model and examine static load cases with brief discussion of seismic analysis options. 
 

 
 

October 24, 2013 
The Seismic Design Competition Design hosted its first meeting. Team Captains Hong Kim and Vice-Captain Brian 
Li reviewed the rules for the competition this year and initiated a brainstorming session to develop a preliminary 
design for the balsa wood structure. The meeting was mandatory for anyone interested in participating in the SDC 
team; all attendees had the opportunity to officially join the team and sign up for the listserv.  
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October 29, 2013 & November 2, 2013 
The UIUC EERI Chapter, in collaboration with NEES@Illinois, hosted a reinforced concrete shear wall design 
competition. All students were invited to participate. The event began with a brief lecture by Anahid Behrouzi, 
Graduate Researcher at NEES@Illinois, about the fundamentals of reinforced concrete (RC) design and research 
related to RC shear walls at the NEES site. Afterwards, attendees were divided into teams and tasked with designing 
their own reinforced concrete shear wall. In the process, participants learned about concrete mix design and casting 
in the concrete lab. After curing, the concrete shear walls were tested in the small-scale NEES@Illinois facility; 
photos of competition winners were posted on the EERI website (https://sites.google.com/a/illinois.edu/eeri/). 
 
Below are photos of the RC Shear Wall Competition : 
 

               
 

(Left) Wall Forms with Reinforcement, (Right) Casting Walls in Concrete Lab 
 
November 15, 2013 
UIUC EERI hosted a joint seminar/social event where a video-recording of the EERI Distinguished Lecture entitled 
"Resilience: An Engineering Challenge" by Professor Mary Comerio from UC Berkeley was shown during a dinner 
potluck. All student members, undergraduate and graduate, were encouraged to attend. 
 
January 28, 2014 
The SDC team met to prepare for the design proposal deadline. Team captains Hong and Brian led the meeting to 
brainstorm design ideas. This was also an opportunity for new members to meet and collaborate with returning SDC 
participants. Each attendee was tasked to develop a unique structural design concept and pitch it to the rest of the 
team during the meeting.  
 
March 14-15, 2014 
UIUC EERI collaborated with NEES@Illinois for Engineering Open House 2014, a two-day, college-wide event 
where 20,000 high school students from around Illinois visit campus and are exposed to around 250 engineering 
booths representing various departments and clubs.  The EERI/NEES@Illinois booth engaged children and adults in 
discussion of earthquake engineering through a “Make Your Own Earthquake” module where visitors could jump on 
a platform equipped with an accelerometer to plot a “seismograph” of their motion. Also, visitors could learn about 
physical structural models and shake table testing via interacting with previous year’s SDC team members, viewing 
the model balsa wood structure, poster, and film of the team’s shake table performance. 
 
April 4, 2014 
Throughout the spring semester, the SDC team has had frequent meetings related to the design, construction, and 
testing of the model balsa wood structure and damping system. The officer team planned a spring cookout at Scott 
Park so all undergraduate and graduate EERI members could interact outside of SDC preparations and to strengthen 
the bond between the members, especially those not involved with SDC. 
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April 8, 2014 
UIUC EERI held elections for various officer positions. The 2013-14 officers created a list of formal duties for each 
post and added the Corporate Chair position to fill a gap that they identified in the current organization:  
 
President: Liaison to faculty advisor, arrange events/lectures, work with other schools and coordinate events       
Vice President/EC Rep: Liaison to other student organizations and represent EERI at Engineering Council  
Secretary: Take meeting minutes, manage EERI website and email communications with EERI members  
Treasurer: Manage EERI’s money accounts and funding requests; 
Corporate Chair: Contact corporate sponsors and organize corporate speakers to lead seminars/lectures  
 
April 11, 2014 

Past Vice President of EERI, David Friedman, visited the University of Illinois as part 
of the Friedman Family Visiting Professionals Program. UIUC EERI hosted a “Meet 
the Speaker” brown bag luncheon jointly with the Structural Engineering Graduate 
Student Organization (SEGSO) where students could ask questions about his 
experience in engineering practice and exposure to new developments in seismic 
design. The main event of the visit was the afternoon lecture where Mr. Friedman 
provided an overview of EERI, what he and the engineering community has learned 
from various earthquake reconnaissance missions around the world, and details on the 
seismic retrofit of the California Memorial Stadium located atop the active Hayward 

Fault. Other events that occurred during the day for the guest speaker included organized meetings with faculty 
members engaged in earthquake engineering research, as well as tours of the NEES@Illinois facility and the Smart 
Structures Technology Laboratory within the Civil & Environmental Engineering department. 
 
 
 


